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Abstracts

The two large fast reactors constructed in the United Kingdom, that
is the Dounreay Past Reactor (DFR) and the Prototype ?ast Reactor (PFR)
differed substantially in their control systems. DFR was controlled by
variation of the neutron leakage from the core while PFR uses
conventional control rods containing neutron absorbing materials.

This paper describes the development of the EFR control systems, the
progressive design of the control systems for the prototype Civil Fast
Reactor (CFR) and the supporting research and development programmes.

1. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The Research and Development programme for the design of these rods
has included:

(a) Irradiation of tantalum and boron carbide in the DFR, the latter
enriched up to 90% B10.

(b) Irradiation of tantalum and boron csxbide in the PFR, the latter
enriched up to 40% B10.

(c) Compatibility studies of various steels and alloys with B4C and
sodium between 400 and 800°C.

(d) Studies of the dissolution rate of tantalum in sodium.

(e) Studies of the rate of loss of boron carbide in simulated failed
pins in flowing sodium.

(f) Development of a computer model "BORCON" to predict the pellet and
cladding temperatures, strains and stresses in operating boron
carbide control rod pins.

Alternative absorber materials have been evaluated for possible use in
pin designs, two being chosen for further study, europia (E112O3) and
europium boride (Su2°3) a n d e u r o P i u m boride (SuB6). Two forms of europia
were prepared, monoclinic phase and a stabilised cubic phase. Samples of
both materials were irradiated in the DFR. Studies were made qf
compatibility with cladding materials and the development and decay of
radioactivity. Samples have now been irradiated in PFR also. The boride _
has been evaluated in terms of compatibility with cladding materials.

Complete post-irradiation examination has been made of a number of
experimental pins containing natural boron caxbide from PFR and also of
the pins from a control rod of Mk II design. The results of these studies
have been compared with predictions from the computer model.

The major development effort in the United Kingdom is now centred on
boron carbide, although some comparative irradiations of europia and
europium boride pins are continuing. Recent studies have included the
thermal resistance of the boron carbide/cladding interface and the thermal
creep of boron carbide with a view to improving the prediction of boron
carbide pin behaviour.

2. PFR CONTROL AND SHUT-OFF RODS

Unlike most fast reactor core designs, the PFR core consists of free
standing components supported at their lower end with little or no
lateral restraint. The core is formed of a series of groups of seven
elements, with six fuel assemblies, breeders or reflectors positioned
around a very stiff leaning post, Fig. 1. On the top of each leaning
post, latched onto it, is a guide tube. These contain, as one moves
sequentially outwards from the core centre, the control rods, shut-off
rods, flow metering equipment, and in the outer part of the core, steel
reflectors.

Above each guide tube position there hangs from the roof, a shroud
tube containing the extension rod which connects each control and shut
off rod through an electromagnet to its drive mechanism. The rods may be
motored in or out of the core via a lead screw arrangement or in the event
of a reactor trip they may be dropped from the electromagnet.

Under normal operation, the upper end of each absorber rod is drawn
up into the shroud tube; the body of the absorber is held partially or
completely above the high flux region, and a spile on the lower end
passes down through the core, through a bush at the lower end of the guide
tube and down through the guide tube spike inside the leaning post. The
bush serves to hold the absorber centrally within the guide tube, correct



orientation being ensured by a system of keys on the absorber spike or
body, and keyways in the bush or within the guide tube; these serve also
to minimise lateral movement of the rods within the core, and consequent
reactivity noise.

The original reference (Mk I) design of control rod was based upon a
cylindrical wrapper of 321 type stainless steel enclosing a stack of 36
one inch thick tantalum absorber plates. Each plate was drilled with 9
holes of i inch diameter and the plates were stacked and locked such that
these holes formed a continuous coolant flow path. Sodium flow is
controlled by gags in the bottom of the guide tube; holes in the rod
spike enable coolant to enter the rod. The flow provided is sufficient to
cool a fully inserted rod with the reactor running at full power. Location
is by 3 keys on the absorber body which pass through corresponding guide
pads on the guide tube. The control rod is attached to the extension rod
by a bayonet joint; all absorbers have to be fully inserted and detached
from their extension rods before the rotating reactor roof can be turned.
The extension rod is fitted with an integral cylinder r»m which enters a
dashpot built into the shroud tube over the lower 9 inches of stroke to
reduce the falling rod velocity. Normal operation is via a screw mechanism
which follows the rods down on a reactor trip so that ejection of the rods
in the event of their being exposed to full reactor inlet pressure is
impossible. Five control rods are provided, each with a reactivity worth of
about 1%; the burn-up rate is about 9?6 of Ta atoms per year. Vhen motored
out, the maximum rate of reactivity addition is limited to 25 cents/minute.

The reference design of shut-off rods differed, principally in that the
absorber consisted of a hexagonal wrapper, again of stainless steel,
enclosing 19 pins, each holding 43 boron carbide pellets. Of the 19 pins,
7 contained pellets of 40# enriched 310 in the carbide in the middle of the
absorber length, and natural B4C over the remainder of the length. . The
other 12 pins had natural B4C pellets throughout. The interior surface
of the M316 cladding is lined with a thin layer of copper to prevent
penetration of the clad by boron. Above the pellets each pin contains a
plenum for collecting the helium generated as the result of B 1 0 burn-up.
The pins are wire wrapped on a 6 inch pitch to promote flow miring. The
worth of each of the five rods is slightly less than 0.5$, and the
estimated bum-up rate less than 1-gj6 of 310 atoms per year.

It is important to remember that these original designs were _,
developed at about the time, or soon after, that neutron induced voidage
(NTV) swelling was discovered in fast reactor materials. Since then,
designs have progressively evolved through a number of design changes
induced mainly by the needs to minimise the consequences of UT7 and improve
absorber lifetime as well as to simplify problems of compatibility and
interchangeability between components and minimise handling problems.
?or this reason there are a number of different absorber and guide tube
designs currently in the core.

One of the first major changes was in the material of the absorber
wrappers and spikes. In fact, none of the stainless steel Kk 1 absorbers

described above were actually built; the first to be made, Mk 1As, are of
an otherwise identical design but in the low swelling nimonic alloy PE16.
Likewise the Mk 1A shut-off rods were fitted with spikes of PE16 rather
than stainless. The most major fundamental change has been away from the
tantalum disc control rod design to a Mk II CR much more like the
hexagonal wrapper, 19 pin B4C shut-off rod design but with venting of the
helium produced to the coolant through a lute arrangement designed to
permit the passage of gas while preventing the ingress of coolant. This
minimises clad strain and is not required on shut-off rods because of the
smaller amounts of gas produced. The change to a B4C pin design avoids
problems associated with the very high activity and decay heat of tantalum,
and as operational experience is gained, it is expected that increase of
the pellet to clad gap in the B4C designs will enable them to attain at
least the same lifetime as the Mk 1A tantalum absorbers. For control rods
this is currently governed largely by pellet swelling; the 30RC0N code is
used to predict swelling as a function of dose and temperature and strain
in the clad once the gap between it and the pellet is taken up. The
definition of life limits on this basis has been found to be quite
satisfactory in practice and there have been no failures in the reactor; PE3
examination reveals BORCON predictions to be only slightly conservative.

The problems of 1HV swelling divide into (a) those which could
potentially cause a jamming situation due to simple linear swelling of a
single component, (b) those which lead to charge7discharge difficulties,
(c) those related to bowing, which lead to interaction between absorber
rods and their guide tubes, and (d) those due to differential linear
swelling between components. No serious problems in any of these
categories have been experienced by PFR, although detailed analysis have
been undertaken in several areas and a number of potentially life limiting
mechanisms have been unearthed.

Problems in group (a) generally derive fron oversight clearances, e.g.
between the rod spike and its bushes, and can often be dealt with by fairly
straightforward design changes. The development of the PFR absorbers
shows a fairly systematic increasing of clearances, though it should be
noted that where these are related to bowing problems can become quite
complicated, and increasing clearances can be counter-productive. A paper
to this meeting deals with this subject in some detail. Handling problems
too can often be solved by design changes. As an example, the PFR
handling system requires all components to be within a fairly narrow band
of overall length. Standard guide tubes are designed to be removed by a
mechanism vhich extends down inside them to release the latch by which they
are attached to the leaning post, while other laxches on the tool engage into
lifting holes at the guide tube upper end. Excessive axial growth of the
guide tube requires a removal tool with greater separation of these two
mechanisms; these have been made and used in PFR, bun a more fundamental
design change involves the provision of lifting slots at the lower end of
the guide tube rather than the top; all future guide tubes will be provided
with these.

Considerable work has been carried out on problems of absorber bowing.
Simple elastic analyses suggested that interaction loads could be developed



50 between absorber and guide tube which were of such ragnitude thax rods
might fail to drop from the magnet, or if they did drop, might not be
extractable on the magnets. It was then successfully shown that
irradiation creep would ameliorate these loads significantly, and reactor
operation continued through a difficult supply situation with periodic
exercising and load monitoring of the absorbers, until new components were
available. The predicted curve of friction load against position in stroke
showed good agreement with measurement, well below the "fail to drop"
limit,' and in fact no PFR absorber has ever failed to drop,, for any reason,
over the life of the reactor. It is, however, now accepted that, mild
interference loads in the absorber system are inevitable and these are
tolerated provided that there is no possibility that they could lead to
failure of the rods to drop.

Bowing.has led to consideration of the need for articulated absorbers;
irradiation creep mechanisms coupled with successful experience suggest
that these are not necessary, though an articulated removal tool for use
with highly bowed guide tubes has been made and used successfully in PFR.

There have been two further design aims over recent years of. which
mention should be made. The first relates to compatibility between .•-.
components and the undesirability of having stocks of items which are
similar but not identical. One instance which has been mentioned is the •
use of orientation keys on the spikes of shut-off rods but the bodies of•
control rods. This required some guide tubes to have slotted spike bushes,
and others to be plain. The Mk III design of absorber and guide tube is
intended for use with an absorber (in either control or shut-off mode)
using a keyed spike, or equally in the outer core, e.g. with reflectors, or
flow meter location tubes' with a plain spike, by a very- easy exchange of. .
the spike bush in the guide tube. This makes for much improved flexibility
and interchangeability in the use of components. The second aim is to
reduce the amount of handling and in core storage required for absorbers.
All earlier marks require the guide tube and its contents to be removed and
stored in separate reload operations, requiring two movements and two
locations to be used in the storage rotor. The Mk V design, which is not
yet in use in the reactor could enable the guide tube and its contents to
be handled together, resulting in significant alleviation of storage
requirements. . . . •

Overall the development of PFR absorbers and operating experience with
them can be regarded as a story of successful evolution. Although a
number of potential problems and life limitations have been identified,
these have invariably been in advance of any adverse reactor experience,
and successfully solutions or improvements have been found in subsequent
designs. No failure in any important sense has been seen in any absorber,
and most importantly, 100% success has been achieved in the dropping of
absorbers. , •

3. CDFR DESIGN

The next major stage in the UK Fast Heactor Programme will be the
construction of the Commercial Demonstration Fast Heactor (CDFR). The
design of the station is the responsibility of the National Nuclear

Corporation (NNC) with the major research and development support
provided by the UKAEA and 3ritish Nuclear Fuels Ltd. (3NFL) supplying the
core fissile assemblies and the absorber assemblies.

CDFR is a 1300 MW (E) pool type fast reactor using liquid sodium as
the primary coolant. The core consists of a total of 1069 hexagon units
made up from core, breeder," shielding and absorber sub-assemblies as
shown in Fig. 1. Core mean inlet and outlet temperatures are 37O°C and
54O°C respectively.

• The control rod system can be sub-divided into three rod types, "
namely:

(a) 18 operating rods
(b) 6 primary shut-down rods ' - . . .

(c) 6 alternative shut-down rods

Each type has its own particular function and they are outlined below:

(a) OPERATING RODS (OR)

The ORs are required, as a group, to have sufficient reactivity worth
to control the reactor from full power to a 200°C shut-down state.
•Account is taken of the effects of burn-up in causing core reactivity
changes and also in reducing the absorber rod worth.

Each ros is suspended-from an electro-magnet which, when de-energised,
permits each rod to fall frelly under gravity into the centre plane of the
core. These rods, although not necessary to ensure a safe shut-down of
the reactor, are included in the reliability assessment of the primary
shut-down rods.

The absorber material used is natural boron carbide, in pellet fora,
encased in PE16 cans. All cans have a bottom vent to permit the release of
gas generated by neutron capture. A group of nineteen pins, contained
within a hexagonal wrapper tube and individually located by helical wire
pins, forms the body of the rod. See Fig. 2.

Guidance of the rod throughout its full stroke is provided by a 3 key/
keyway configuration at the lower end and a circular shaft within a bush at
the top. Lateral clearances are controlled to limit reactivity noise. Each
rod-is retarded at the end of its free fall insertion by a dashpot/dashran
arrangement.

The hexagonal shell surrounding the absorber rod is identical,
externally, with the fuel and breeder sub-assemblies. The upper and lower
pads provide the contact planes for the restrained core principle. All rods
are cooled sufficiently to prevent the absorber reaching melting point if
left fully inserted in the core at full power. This is achieve d by
supplying core primary coolant, suitably gagged at inlet, to the absorber
assembly support.



The drive mechanism, see 7ig. 3, consists of a drive vmit, to lift the
rod into its operating position in a controlled manner, an electro-magnet
mentioned previously and a long extension rod to engage with the absorber.
This engagement consists of lifting keys contained within the dashram.
The extension rod is separated from the absorber rod during refuelling
when the absorber rods are left fully inserted in the core. A bellows and
piston ring type seal are also provided to ensure sodium aerosols do not
deposit on the magnet faces.

(b) PRIMARY SHUT-DOWN RODS (PSD)

The PSDs are designed to shut the reactor down from full power to
37O°C. This can be achieved by thi insertion of any 4 of the 6 rods.

The PSDs and ORs are virtually identical but the PSD rods are
withdrawn from the core, when the reactor is at power, in such a position
that they have minimal effect on breeding gain.

(c) ALTERNATIVE SHOT-DOWN RODS (ASD)

The ASD rods must meet the same reactivity requirements as the PSD
rods and they have been introduced to minimise the risk of failure to
shut-down by a common mode fault.

In normal operation, the ASD rods are held out of;.thecora by. a flow •
of coolant provided by electro—magnetic pumps which generate a pressure
differential across each rod sufficient to ensure rod levitation. This
mode of rod support obviates the need for a connection between the core
region and the above core structure (ACS) and is thus -unaffected- by any :

possible failure of the ACS which could restrict entry of the ORs and PSDs.
The rods can also be held in a withdrawn position during the- refuelling- cycle'
and thus allow negative reactivity to be inserted if'required. ~~ :

The ASD arrangement is illustrated in. Pig. 4. There are six rods
grouped into three sets of two. Each pair of rods are connected to a
coolant supply which is provided by an electro—magnetic pump separately
from the core primary supply. The rods fall into the core, under gravity,
by de-energising the pump in response to a reactor trip signal.

The ASD rod is shown in Pig. 5- -he absorber rod is contained within
the height of the sub-assembly and this restricts the length available for
absorber material. To -meet the worth requirements it is therefore —. . .
necessary to-enrich the boron carbide. The. pin design is generally the
same as the ORs and PSDs and adequate coolant is provided in the raised
position. Relatively large clearances axe available around the rod body
to ensure that, under no circumstances, can an inserted rod inadvertently
levita-te when subjected to the ma-riTm-mi pump flow. This leads to the
requirement for a lifting device, sited in the rotating shield, which can
engage the rod to raise it into the real area where the hydraulic levitation
becomes operative. The lifting device, called the re-setting tool, is then
detached from the rod and withdrawn further until clear of the core region.

Considerable hydraulic testing of the ASD system has been carriad out
to ascertain that the dynamic performance is adequate. The ORs and PSDs
are very similar to the absorber rods used in the Prototype Past Reactor
(PFR) and which have operated satisfactorily since 1974.

Hydraulic testing of OR and PSD model rods will ~be carried out during
the next two years.

Irradiation data is being generated by PFR and used to validate the
computer code 30RC0N which is used extensively in the design of the CDFR
rods.

These factors, together with the satisfactory operating experience,
achieved by the absorber system in PPR, gives confidence in the current,
designs proposed for the CDFR.
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